CUSTOMIZED STROKE

TLQ slides offer the unique possibility to easily customize the actual stroke H, to individual needs by the standard products. This obtained simply by repositioning the slider distance “A” for “Fixed sliders” and distance “B” for “Mobile sliders”, with different distances than indicated on this page. Just keep in mind that distance A is always bigger than B. " to maximize the load capacity. The concept is that by reducing distances A and B the total stroke increases but the Load capacity decreases, conversely increasing the distances A and B the total stroke is reduced, while the load capacity increases. Contact T RACE’s Technical office for load capacities according to customized stroke.

INSTALLATION NOTES FOR RADIAL LOADS

The slide must be installed with the mark “Up-side” facing upwards, when considering RADIAL loads. The sliders attached to structure are marked “Fix-sliders” while the sliders mounted to mobile part are marked “Mobile sliders”. When used in pairs, the same slide can be installed left or right, just by rotating the slide, keeping the mark “Up-side” facing upwards, for radial loads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Sliders Type</th>
<th>Sliders Length</th>
<th>Z (mm)</th>
<th>V (mm)</th>
<th>Weight 4 sliders (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TLO18FF-18</td>
<td>29,4</td>
<td>M4 3Rol</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLO28-28</td>
<td>36,6</td>
<td>M5 3Rol</td>
<td>111.5</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLO43-43</td>
<td>56,4</td>
<td>M6 3Rol</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ORDER CODE | VERSION | CHARACTERISTICS
---|---------|--------------------------------------------------
TLO43-1010 | BASIC | Cold drawn steel rails with patented “T RACE-NOX 1.0”; high depth nitride hardening and black oxidation treatment. The rails are cut to size after treatment, so the rail ends are protected by protective spray. The rollers are core hardened steel.
TLO43-1010-KL | KL | As a basic TLO product but with additional black “T RACE e-coating 1.0” on the rails, for high corrosion resistance (min 700 hours resistance in salt fog). The rail has no T RACE e-coating on the raceway contact area with the rollers, as masked before the treatment. The raceways are anyhow with standard oxidation while the wipers with incorporated pre-oiled felt assure lubrication and corrosion protection of raceways.
TLO43-1010-KB | KB | As the version KL but with the rollers made in stainless steel AISI430C.
TLQ roller telescopics are very compact slides with a square cross section. The slides offer good load capacities in both the axial and radial directions. They are particularly suitable for vertical applications, as more compact and less heavy in weight than the TLR-series. The slide is composed of two single rails fixed together to form a rigid H-profile as an intermediate element. The same base components for TLQ come from our MR-Series; patented T RACE-NOX treatment; high depth nitride hardened rails with black oxidation, double row bearings for excellent smooth play-free movement. Strong wipers with incorporated pre-oiled felt assure good cleaning and proper lubrication of the raceways for long lifetimes with reduced maintenance. Rubber stoppers assure silent running and smooth movement of the intermediate element.

INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION: TLQ slides are especially specified for high frequency applications, where requirements for low service and low maintenance are typical. Roller telescopics are superior for motorized automation with or without variable stroke-cycles, to eliminate the typical problem of ball-cage creeping that subsequently can cause serious motor jamming-problems, when increased motor power is instantly required to re-position the ball-cage. The materials and surface treatments assure a generally high standard of corrosion resistance. With additional black electro coating, KB-version, the TLQ slide becomes suitable for outdoor applications or very humid ambient situations.

Upon request, customized versions with longer extension or both customized length and stroke can be made available.

The capacity loads refer to a single slide.